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2019 marks a new beginning for the Taipei Fine Arts Museum as we set our sights on new milestones. In 

the previous year, the Museum building was renovated and operations reorganized, thus recharging the 

Museum's battery and giving it new life. Over the course of this last year, we held fast to our energetic 

dialogue with contemporary issues on a solid foundation built in the past, and focused on the present while 

looking toward the future. Today, the functions of museums and museology are undergoing paradigm shifts, 

and the roles and missions of museums in the contemporary context urgently need to be redefined. Art no 

longer just talks about aesthetic values, but is also required to observe and reflect on contemporary society, 

and museums play a key, intermediary role in the refinement of forward-looking values. At a time when 

museums' values are constantly changing, TFAM continues to adhere to its mission of serving the public 

while exploring various new possibilities.

The deeply intertwined relationship between art and society arises from their common origins, and therefore 

changes in society always transform art. For these reasons, museums must abandon traditional strategies 

for attracting audiences, day to day operations, and governance and embark on new beginnings. TFAM's 

core values have always rested in serving our audience participants, and to further this mission, we removed 

historical barriers to exhibitions, education, collections, and research, so that audiences can establish closer 

relationships with art rather than merely admiring it from afar. The Museum has established interfaces that 

encourage the integration of art into daily life and an awakening of existential self-reflection. We have also 

implemented this concept beyond the apparent exhibitions, learning activities, and reconfiguration of 

physical space, and embarked on internal knowledge construction and organizational redesign, including 

the establishment of new networks among the Museum's departments.

The Museum's audience development strategy, which includes welcoming the participation of different 

communities and targeting all age groups, has been realized in the 2018 and 2020 Taipei Biennials. The 

artwork in the former exhibition made audience participants aware of their changing relationships with 

nature, and from a conceptual viewpoint, dealt with connections between the human and non-human. The 

2020 Biennial extends these ideas with a new methodology called diplomatic tactics, which regulates our 

relationships with the environment and carefully considers possible ways of coexistence and co-creation. 

The Museum is using the Biennial to closely connect issues with the daily lives of the people, none of whom 

is excluded. The boundary between artist and non-artist is blurred and professionals not typically a part 

of the museum community, such as activist groups, scientists, architects, film and television workers, are 

invited into the Museum to explore relationships between interdisciplinarity and aesthetics. In addition, the 

Museum provides the public with rich and diverse knowledge through its age-specific educational activities, 
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public events, and community programs that stimulate the artistic potential of children, parents, teenagers, 

college students, middle-aged people, and senior citizens, as well as those with different physical and 

mental abilities. These initiatives attract participants to actively get closer to art and undertake self-

directed learning, which results in personal and unique museum experiences. Furthermore, in May of 2019, 

the Museum planned and officially set up its new Marketing and Public Relations Department, which has 

introduced promotional methods relying on social media to extend the Museum's audience reach from the 

physical to virtual worlds.

The Museum's focus this year in terms of international vision and inter-museum relations has included the 

cultivation of two-way curatorial exchanges and dynamic dialogues with foreign arts and cultural institutions 

and communities. For example, the Museum's involvement in the Taiwan Pavilion at the Venice Biennale has 

effectively extended the global network of international curators while enabling communication between 

the Museum and the international community of professionals. Curatorial exchanges include the exhibitions 

The Serenity of Madness in collaboration with Independent Curators International; Musica Mobile  with 

GRAME Centre National de Création Musicale in Lyon, France; Nested with the Grand Duke Jean Museum 

of Modern Art in Luxembourg; and Island Tales  with the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts in Australia. 

The Museum also held the transdisciplinary Ryoji Ikeda Solo Exhibition  encompassing the fields of 

mathematics, science, and art. Overall, these collaborative exhibitions interweaved a rich artistic vocabulary 

with an open-ended context, and established long-term opportunities for future partnerships.

A strategy employed by the Museum for participating in Taiwan's modern and contemporary art world 

was to hold first ever retrospective exhibitions for the senior-generation artists Yu Peng and Tong Yang-

Tze at the beginning and end of this year. Both have enjoyed decades-long art careers that call for 

reexaminations of their relationships with traditional art. The exhibition The Herstory of Abstraction in East 

Asia presented works from collections at major art institutions in Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea to advance 

the viewpoints and contexts of women abstract painters, which have been overlooked in East Asia for too 

many years. Together these three exhibitions have left writing and research of great historical significance 

regarding Taiwanese art of the last hundred years, and also attracted audiences interested in reconsidering 

the modernization of traditional media. Also, for the first time, international specialists in the fields of 

curatorial practice and arts administration were invited to serve as observers for the 2019 Taipei Art Awards 

and participate in judges panels, thus introducing international trends and perspectives, and expanding 

the external range of Taiwan’s arts awards. Recently, the Museum has also promoted its Solo Exhibition 

Series in order to encourage openness in contemporary art creation and elevate the practice of exhibition 

presentation. The exhibitions in the series were held concurrently to integrate promotion, and accentuate 

each artist's unique focus and difference in style with dialogical mechanisms.



A series of important changes in the Museum's operation and governance model has been implemented 

in recent years. The international forum Contemporary Curating Rethink: In the Context of Asia and 

Beyond was an epoch-making example of a Taiwanese public art institution engaging in a two track 

discussion about independent and institutional curators, as well as highly significant because the Museum 

established institutional ties with the National Culture and Arts Foundation. In 2019, the Museum adjusted 

mechanisms it uses to assess its professional staff, a change which has strengthened the capabilities of our 

researchers by better matching their research results with the Museum's institutional development. The new 

Interdepartmental Planning Meeting was also established, in which exhibition curators present curatorial 

concepts and information about artwork a month before an exhibition is slated to open. The meeting is an 

effective platform where representatives from each department discuss resource allocation and plan superb 

exhibition related activities and events.

Following the update of art presentation concepts, growth of the collection, and adoption of new art 

conservation methods, the Museum undertook two projects that will remedy the underutilization of existing 

space and facilities and open a new era in the history of the Museum. The first, Taipei Art Park—Taipei 

Fine Arts Museum Expansion Project, is configured around the three main axes of a museum focusing on 

Taiwanese art history (the current Taipei Fine Arts Museum), a new contemporary exhibition and performance 

space, and the image of “Museum in a Grove.” The second project, New Collection Storehouse and South 

Entrance Improvement Plan, involves the construction of a new four-storey facility and the reconfiguration of 

the Museum's south entrance. The project will help realize the professional work and educational value of 

the collection and have universal significance in the preservation and promotion of public cultural assets for 

future generations. These two projects will play key roles in the Museum's institutional development, as well 

as its active response to contemporary challenges as it faces ever-changing concepts and technologies. In 

addition to the adoption of new trends in museum operation and the creation of new connections between 

art and urban space, the Museum also looks forward to strengthening the aesthetics and collective memory 

of the public, so as to achieve a cultural vision and artistic mission that befits an art museum located in 

Taiwan's capital city.

The Taipei Fine Arts Museum had a rewarding and meaningful 2019 thanks to public support and 

participation. Art guides us to deep and interactive relationships with foreign and domestic culture, as well 

as with professionals from all walks of life. The Museum holds fast to its first intention of serving the people 

and their well-being, and by building on its thirty-six year history, will continue to create a rich and wonderful 

future with the public in 2020!

Director, Taipei Fine Arts Museum



TFAM Reimagined

Taipei Art Park—Taipei Fine Arts Museum Expansion Project

Established thirty-six years ago, TFAM is now facing the challenge of 
insufficient space for its exhibitions and collections. The inadequacy not 
only impedes the development of arts and culture, but also hinders the 
advancement of Taipei City to an international arts and cultural hub. Taipei 
City Government finally announced the “Taipei Art Park—Taipei Fine Arts 
Museum Expansion Project,” a venture that the art circles have been waiting 
for nearly two decades, in March, 2019, and officially entrusted TFAM with the 
responsibility of implementation in July, 2019.

“Taipei Art Park” encompasses three groundbreaking plans: 1. A museum 
to permanently exhibit Taiwanese art history. By reconstructing and 
encapsulating Taiwanese art history, the museum shall devote to permanent 
exhibitions and researches of Taiwan’s diverse history of art, and lay down a 
solid and sound foundation for future development of Taiwanese art. 2. An 
exhibition and performance platform of contemporary art to connect with the 
world. The platform shall stage new forms of contemporary art, new media 
or technology art, including creative exhibitions, performances, researches 
and education programs, so as to embrace the future of art and provide 
experiential learning for every citizen. 3. A true art park in northern Taipei that 
promotes greenery and everyday aesthetics, “Museum in a Grove” shall be 
a green cultural garden where art and nature co-exist to provide functions of 
art, public forums and recreational activities to the city’s inhabitants. 

Taiwanese art history and contemporary art ecology will serve as the departure 
point for Taipei Art Park to connect with the diverse cultures in surrounding 
communities. The Park will link up with the National Palace Museum, Taipei 
Performing Arts Center, MOCA Taipei, Taipei Digital Art Center, Taiwan 
Contemporary Culture Lab and nearby theme parks to form a major route for 
tourists to enjoy arts and culture in northern Taipei. An incubator of advanced 
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cultural productions and arts and cultural talents, Taipei Art Park will bring 
together strengths as a hub and paradigm of art in Asia, provide an urban 
green corridor of art museums and recreational activities for Taipei inhabitants, 
enhance Taipei’s competitiveness in urban creativity and development, preserve 
and construct Taiwanese art history, and build a production, exhibition and 
performance platform for visual and cross-field arts.
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TFAM Reimagined

New Collection Storehouse and South Entrance Improvement Plan

TFAM was the first museum to dedicate to modern and 

contemporary art in Taiwan. Thirty-six years later, TFAM’s 

collection storehouse is reaching capacity and its facilities 

can no longer meet today’s wide range of needs in pres-

ervation, maintenance, research, conservation and exhibi-

tion. In 2017, the initial planning and research for the “New 

Collection Storehouse and South Entrance Improvement 

Plan” began in TFAM’s parking lot, focusing on issues con-

cerning the construction of a new building to store collec-

tions and improvements for the museum’s South Entrance 

and various facilities. Construction will commence in 2021, 

and the new facilities will officially open in 2024.

Since the foundation of the new storehouse sits close 

by the national designated Yuanshan Historical Site, 

TFAM conducted a “Yuanshan Historical Site Survey 

and Trial Excavation Assessment” to verify the extent 

of the site and distribution of underground cultural 

deposits within the area. The new storehouse building 

will consist of one floor above ground and four floors 

underground, with capacity to accommodate TFAM’s 

collections for at least the next fifty years. TFAM also 

adopts contemporary concepts to redefine certain 

spaces in the museum. The South Entrance will be de-

voted to art education and promotion area, volunteer 

standby room and café. A “visible storeroom” is also 

planned in this space to promote collection and cultural 

asset education.

The new storehouse and redesigned South Entrance 

demonstrate TFAM’s commitment to professional col-

lection practice. With these configurations, TFAM shall 

fulfil the vision and mission of an exemplary capital mu-

seum in preserving and promoting public cultural assets 

for future generations, enhancing aesthetics cultivation 

and fostering collective memories.



01EXHIBIT & ENGAGE
TFAM strives to balance local and global features in all of its programming from biennials, 

linkages to the art ecosystem, educational project proposals to contests and awards. TFAM 

also presents special exhibitions and exchange exhibition tours on issues widely discussed 

domestically and internationally. Many of these exhibitions are curated by both internal staff 

and guest curators. In such efforts TFAM seeks to define a global vision, build regional con-

texts, nurture art talents, enhance development of the modern and contemporary art ecology 

in Taiwan and increase the public’s awareness and participation in art. 

This year TFAM presented 20 exhibitions, including an exhibition of Shu Lea Cheang’s works in 

the Taiwan Pavilion during the eminent international art event Venice Biennial; special program 

“Pavilion Without Walls” as Taiwan’s first participation in Performa, New York; retrospective 

exhibitions for senior artists Yu Peng and Tong Yang-Tze who continue to enrich Taiwan’s art 

history of writing; exhibitions by Luxembourgian artist Su-Mei Tse, Japanese visual and sound 

artist Ryoji Ikeda, Thai director Apichatpong Weerasethakul, who together created a woven 

realm of diverse discourses; Musica Mobile, a collaboration with GRAME - Centre National de 

Création Musicale in Lyon, and Island Tales , an exchange between Taipei and City of Perth, that 

allowed an in-depth discussion between international institutions; The Herstory of Abstraction 

in East Asia that introduced the perspectives and contexts of abstract paintings by East Asian 

female artists whose voices have been long overlooked; and proposed exhibitions by eight 

emerging artists and a solo exhibition by Tang Jo-Hung, winner of Taipei Art Awards 2016.  

TFAM was closed for renovation in 2018, and these robust programs illustrate its vitality and 

versatility as it forges a new chapter after re-opening.



Venice Biennial Taiwan Pavilion

3X3X6
05.11.2019－11.24.2019

Shu Lea Cheang, Casanova X, 2019



Performa．19 Biennial

Taiwanese Pavilion
11.01.2019－11.24.2019

Yu Cheng-Ta, FAMEME, 2019

©Paula Court, artist and Taipei Fine Arts Museum



A Wanderer between Heaven and Earth: 
Yu Peng and His Life Work
03.30.2019－06.30.2019

A scene from Yu Peng’s home on display in TFAM.



Musica Mobile, a Poetics of 
Sound and Movement
04.13.2019－07.14.2019

Ramy Fischler & Jesper Nordin & Cyril Teste, Exformation, 2016



SU-MEI TSE . NESTED
04.20.2019－07.21.2019

Le coup scellé (detail), 2014



The Herstory of Abstraction in East Asia
07.20.2019－10.27.2019

Hung Yi-Chen, Untitiled (detail), 2009



Ryoji Ikeda Solo Exhibition
08.10.2019－11.17.2019

Code-verse, 2018



Island Tales: Taiwan and Australia 
Taipei←→ Perth
11.16.2019－03.01.2020

Yang Chi-Chuan, Nine Lines (detail), 2018



Apichatpong Weerasethakul: 
The Serenity of Madness
2019.11.30－03.15.2020

Fireworks [Archives] , 2014



Moving Ink: Tong Yang-Tze
12.14.2019－03.08.2020

Find work suitable to your talents, 2003



2019 Taipei Art Awards
12.07.2019－02.16.2020

Yang Teng-Chi, Father’s Video Tapes  (detail), 2019



Solo Exhibition

Kosmos: Chang Ting-Tong Solo Exhibition
04.27.2019－07.21.2019

P’eng’s Journey to the Southern Darknes, 2016



Solo Exhibition

Ambush: Ni Hao Solo Exhibition
04.27.2019－07.21.2019

Installation view



Solo Exhibition

Cold Chain: Hou I-Ting Solo Exhibition
04.27.2019－07.21.2019

Sewing Fields —Lik-sú tsiam-tsílâng, 2019



Solo Exhibition

In the Sunshine of the Relaxed Majorities: 
James Ming-Hsueh Lee Solo Exhibition
04.27.2019－07.21.2019

Étude, 2019



Solo Exhibition

In Wilderness: Beam Through the Dust—
Huang Hua-Chen Solo Exhibition
08.17.2019－11.03.2019

Left: In Wilderness-25, 2019

Right: Untitled, 2018



Solo Exhibition

Beholding Shadows of Illusion—
Sera Chen Solo Exhibition
08.17.2019－11.03.2019

The Habitat on the Skyline, 2019



Solo Exhibition

The Self, Humans and Machines with Their Residues—
Ban-Yuan Chang Solo Exhibition
08.17.2019－11.03.2019

The Blessing form the Gods, 2018



Solo Exhibition

Wu Chuan-Lun—No Country for Canine
08.17.2019－11.03.2019

Installation view



Installation view

Taipei Art Awards 2016 Grand Prize

Old Man. Fairy. and a bit of everything—
Tang Jo-Hung Solo Exhibition
08.17.2019－11.10.2019



02
LEARN & EXPLORE
TFAM organizes educational and participatory activities for different audience segments, including 

guided tours, lectures, workshops, "Walk, at the Age of Happiness," "Art Education In-Depth” and all 

kinds of festival events. In each year, TFAM holds training courses for museum volunteers and opens 

vacancies for student internships. Furthermore, TFAM collaborates with domestic and international 

artists to program exhibitions and interactive learning installation for the museum’s Children’s Art 

Education Center. It provides a space for autonomous learning and artistic recreation space through 

exploration and experience sessions in workshops.

The Wang Da Hong House Theater initiates performance experiments of architectural aesthetics 

space, and the extended documentary and workshops aim to connect the intellectual memories 

of the past. TFAM creates an interactive and lounge-like space for its visitors in Space C, and artist 

Michael Lin is invited this year to make site-specific artwork. The eighth and ninth project of the Chil-

dren’s Art Education Center guides the audiences to enter the creative universe of artists and gener-

ate autonomous learning responses. In addition, the museum’s unique programs for the public and 

community events for the senior citizens bridge the accessibility to arts and cultures, allowing visitors 

to embrace arts through a variety of methods and intellectual perspectives. Thereby, the museum can 

cultivate the public’s aesthetic appreciation and stimulate potential in creativity.



In 2017, the Wang Dahong Institute for Building Research and Conservation built 

a replica of Wang Da Hong’s residence on an alleyway off of Jianguo South Road, 

which stands on the Art Park at the southside of TFAM. TFAM started operating 

the replica in 2018 with the concepts “Taiwan’s architecture” and “contemporary 

theater,” and named this building as “Wang Da Hong House Theatre.” The site 

will become a platform for promoting the history of architecture in Taiwan and 

introducing experimental exhibitions and performances based on architectural 

aesthetics.

Wang Da Hong House Theatre



This documentary project consists of five documenta-

ries based on Wang Da Hong’s architecture and de-

sign and other extended themes. Last year, the three 

documentaries focused on three topics, An Architect’s 

Residence, Transformed Tradition, and From Du Liakui 

to Phantasmagoria: Wang Da Hong’s Literature Dream. 

This year, two more documentaries were produced, 

centering on Wang Da Hong and I  and Wang Da Hong 

and the House Theater. Each documentary focuses on 

a single topic as an expert hosts several other experts 

at Wang's house. Through their exchanges enriched 

with the expertise and unique recollections, viewers are 

treated to a look back at the architect's vision for the 

future and the original house that serves as a model for 

the replica they can visit today.

Wang Da Hong House Theatre

Guests at Wang ’s House

Guests at Wang’s House Part 5Guests at Wang’s House Part 1 Guests at Wang’s House Part 2 Guests at Wang’s House Part 3 Guests at Wang’s House Part 4



This series of workshops started from the Wang Da Hong House Theatre 

as its context and combining Wang Da Hong’s architectural concept and 

design as its methodologies, taking Wang’s literary works and imagination 

as the essence. This event was organized by the Project School, inviting 

creators from various fields to lead school students to explore Wang Da 

Hong’s architecture and imagination through different approaches such 

as architecture, visual art, sounds, and literature. Participants were encour-

aged to combine their perceptions of everyday life and aesthetic experi-

ences and further transform them into their practices and imagination. 

The five workshops included: “Golden Starship Dairy” led by sound artist 

Feng Chih-ming, “Seeking Forms” by architect Tien Chung-yuan, “Moon 

Landing” by artist Chang Li-jen, and “A Naughty Sci-fi Journey” by artist 

Ni Xiang, and “Dream of Youth: Youth Workshop” by literary researcher 

Huang Tzu-ting. Feng Chih-ming recorded an audio diary and took it as 

the core concept, inviting participants to produce a golden record for this 

site collectively. Tien Chung-yuan took models as the means of thinking 

and creating, and constructed the imagination of a new space. Chang 

Li-jen yet planned to take a series of surrealistic images of stereoscopic 

slides and further made a circular installation with works of the partici-

pants. In Ni Xiang’s workshop, he invited participants to transform “classic 

scenes” in science fiction into three-dimensional works. During the pro-

cess, participants were encouraged to think about the richness of texts 

and the representation of spatial images. In the last workshop, partici-

pants read and wrote thematic texts under the topic of “Dream of Youth.”

Wang Da Hong House Theatre

“Borrowed Wings—Wang Da Hong’s 
Architecture, Literature and Science 
Fiction” Youth Workshop



The design of “Space C” centers at the museum’s visitors and 

aims to awaken their consciousness of self and their perception 

of space, encouraging them to join the space and to feel the 

presence of art. This space contains features of openness 

and fluidity, which enable visitors to have a holistic view of 

the museum and to enjoy spatial transparency and broad 

perspective in the museum space. In the future, this area will 

continue to realize Space C’s vision of “facilitating proactive 

learning and encouraging diverse arts engagement.” It will be 

used as the base of operation for the development of various 

experimental thematic projects, providing the visiting audience 

a space for innovative contemplation, peace of mind, interaction 

and exchange, and engagement and creation.

Space C



Space C

24 / 7

24/7 is a work of spatial interpretation by artist Michael Lin. In this 

space, the artist creates a scenario that is close to everyday life and 

centers on the audiences. Lin invites visitors to walk in and welcome 

participatory activities with perceptual experiences involved. It fur-

ther provides visitors with the opportunity to practice becoming var-

ious characters by using this space. In this sense, the viewers switch 

from the museum visitors to the actor/ performer at the museum. 

Therefore, the viewers’ bodily movement and gestures will define 

the space and become multiple roles that serve as the focus in the 

space and observe others at the same time.

In the “24/7” space, TFAM offers a series of “Saturday” courses, including 

illustration book reading, drama, writing, Japanese classes, photography, 

sign languages, body movement, and performance. Through participating 

in these courses, participants can alternatively understand their bodies and 

gain unique museum visiting experiences. In the picture, participants of the 

“Saturday” body movement courses were experiencing the possibilities of 

body, breath, and rhythm.



Children ’s Art Education Center

Face to Face
06.15.2019－10.27.2019

Face to Face focused on the familiar “portrait” in our everyday life. Through TFAM’s collec-

tion paired with interactive learning installations, this project discussed the multiple aspects 

faces presented in artworks. Viewers could interact with selected works face to face in muse-

um galleries, exploring how artists present the everyday looks on canvas.



Children ’s Art Education Center

Art in Motion
11.23.2019－06.07.2020

Art in Motion  included artworks and interactive site-specific works, inviting contemporary 

artists to present ingenious ideas in designing kinetic artworks. The artists would let us 

comprehend ordinary mechanical devices. By turning away from the preexisting concepts 

and imaginations, participants sorted out new ways of beholding things and popped up the 

idea, “I want to try it myself.”

Chiu Chao-Tsai, The Blessing form the Gods, 2012



Public Programs

iOSAndroid

TFAM pays attention to visitors of all ages and organizes educational and 

participatory activities for different audience segments. TFAM aims to 

provide diverse ways for its visitors to access art and learn new things, as 

well as an opportunity to understand the development of contemporary 

art deeply. On the phase of education and promotion, TFAM spares no 

effort in enriching its educational programs, such as guided tours, group 

guided tours, family guided tours, and accessibility tours.

Guided Tour

687
  sesseions 

13,790
 attendees



Public Programs

Art Promenade 16
 sesseions

1,065
attendees

Workshops 194
 sesseions

3,692
attendees

Lecture / Talk 4 

  sesseions
911

attendees

Art Promenade: A Wanderer between Heaven and Earth : 
Yu Peng and His Life Work | Wu Chi-Tsung x Wu Chao-Jen

Art Promenade invites interdisciplinary experts to the museum to respond to the exhibit from 

their areas of expertise and creativity; and, within possible parameters, to share their observa-

tion of the exhibition in ways that diverge from tradition. In this session, artist Wu Chi-Tsung 

and curator Wu Chao-Jen discussed several issues in Yu Peng’s art, including where he adopt-

ed the style, how he practiced his style, and how to transform Western drawing into ink paint-

ing, and contemporary significances of ink art.



19
sesseions

99
attendees

Youth Learning/ 
Construction

17
sesseions

448
attendees

Access ib i l i t y 
Group Tours

14
 sesseions

403
attendees

Walk, at the Age 
of Happiness

246
sesseions

13,615
attendees

Art Education 
In-depth Project

Art Education In-depth Project

Public Programs

"Art Education In-depth Project" is a collaborative project planned by the Department of Edu-

cation and Department of Cultural Affairs of Taipei City Government for elementary school stu-

dents in Taipei. For the government's reorganization of art and cultural education for school-age 

children, TFAM was responsible for organizing visiting activities for third-grade students. Since 

its inception in 2005, this project has been well received. Every year, TFAM plans enlightening art 

projects to guide children to appreciate and experience the wonder of art-making and to cultivate 

their aesthetics and diverse creativity. In 2019, the events were inspired by two exhibitions, The 

Herstory of Abstraction in East Asia and Moving Ink: Tong Yang-Tze. The photographs show the 

guides' lively interpreting and interactively raising questions to guide the children to understand 

the calligraphy art of Tong Yang-tze further and to cultivate a new sense of aesthetics and exhibi-

tion experiences.



Public Programs

2019 Summer Architecture Program

This program interprets architectural concepts and spirit properly 

for school students. Through actual experiences and practices, 

students will explore the relationship between themselves and 

space, and further realize the inseparable dependence between 

architecture and design. The program also brings aesthetic ex-

periences such as forms, colors, and material into daily life. It also 

aims to encourage students who are fully energetic and active in 

learning and creating to experience their lives and learn about 

architecture.



Activating the Community

TFAM on the Move

“TFAM on the Move,” a trial community event, will 

be officially launched in the next year to enhance the 

TFAM’s ability to organize art educational events. This 

year, the TFAM invites residents to share stories and 

memories of everyday life through artistic practices. 

Through methods such as collected artwork interpre-

tation, local memories collection, community commu-

nication, creation, and presentation, TFAM explores 

regional cultural characteristics and humanistic features 

under the theme “the 365-day Life of Taipei’s Citizens,” 

and searching for the city’s contemporary cultural iden-

tity. The museum also aims to turn the twelve districts 

of Taipei City into museums of art and integrating fine 

arts into the public’s daily life.   

The first trial stop, Zhongzheng District, features the 

museum collection, “New Park” by Liao Chi-chun’s 

New Park  and the North Gate  by Wu Cheng-yen. The 

two works invite Taipei’s citizens to learn about special-

ties in this district through the artists’ depiction, such as 

the Presidential Office Building, the North Gate, New 

Park, and the Taipei Main Station. The exhibition pres-

ents the elder’s creations of cultural features in Taipei 

and their memories. It aims to stimulate audiences’ 

imagination of Taipei’s art and culture. This project is 

presented in the 228 Memorial Hall.



Activating the Community

Urban Modernology, 
Colors of Taipei

Inspired by the museum collection Twelve Points of 

Interest in Taipei  by Gobara Koto, the museum collab-

orated with the Xue Xue Institute and invites school 

teachers and students to do field research in the hun-

dred-year historical spots Lungshan Temple, Dadaoc-

heng, and Beitou to search for Taipei’s cultural features 

and humanistic landscape. The exhibition presents the 

processes of teachers and students exploring cultural 

specialties and colors. Participants transform their ex-

ploration into artworks presented in the show “The Lit-

tle Zodia Mouse” to stimulate audiences’ imagination 

and anticipation toward Taipei’s cultural richness and 

to have them cherish the specialties and value of local 

culture.



Activating the Community

Culture in the Community: Art Express

14
 sesseions

491 

                            attendees  

In order to effectively integrate societal resources and to promote TFAM’s collec-

tion for those who are not available to visit the museum, volunteers in TFAM orga-

nize “Culture in the Community: Art Express.” The organizer introduces TFAM’s 

collection to communities and institutions outside, conveying the beauty and the 

touch of art in a lively way.



03
DISCOURSE & EXCHANGE
Research is one of the crucial functions and foundations of art museums. TFAM focuses on the 

development of the international art world and the domestic art ecology, particularly the inter-

relationship between knowledge production and artistic practices. By methods such as organiz-

ing international symposiums and publishing, the artistic and intellectual assets are gradually 

accumulated and expanded.

TFAM regularly organizes international conferences every year. In 2019, TFAM organized two 

international conferences, including “the Curators’ Intensive Taipei 19” co-organized with the 

National Culture and Arts Foundation and “IN-Site: 2019 X-site.” The former sorted out institu-

tional curatorial development through everyday curatorial practices in TFAM, further mapping 

out the development and methods of Taiwan’s independent curatorial practices, while the lat-

ter explored the creative experiment of constructing space. Academic journals and digital pub-

lications such as Modern Art, Journal of Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Fine Art Forum, Collection 

Catalog, and exhibition catalogs bring together the diversity and richness of contemporary art 

ecology. In the process of artistic knowledge exploration, we not only serve for the arts but also 

work for the intellectual assets of arts and culture that belong to all.



International Conference

Curators ’ Intensive Taipei 19: 
International Conference and Workshops

The National Culture and Arts Foundation and the Taipei Fine Arts Museum 

co-organized the “Curators’ Intensive Taipei 19,” programmed by TheCube 

Project Space. The CIT19 international conference took “Contemporary Cu-

rating Rethinking: In the Context of Asia and Beyond” as its central theme 

to review and examine Taiwan’s institutional and independent professional 

curation with three threads: “transdisciplinary curating, the institution of art, 

and the educational turn,” “cross-regional/ cross-cultural curating and geo-

politics,” and “curatorial practice and the formation of art history.” It was 

indeed a rare conference on an international scale in the past two decades 

in Taiwan to discuss the possibility of future development of curation. In 

the event, 23 curators, scholars, and experts participated in the conference 

consisted of three presentations, six project sharings, and three roundtable 

forum, with a total of 2,335 audiences in twelve sessions in the three-day 

conference. 



Transdisciplinary Curating, the Institution of Art, and the Educational Turn

Cross-regional / cross-cultural Curating and Geopolitics

What is the Curatorial Function? | David Teh ・Indigeneity and Contemporary Art: 
 Some Curatorial Thoughts | Manray Hsu

・ The Journey of Conscience as Consciousness: Re-tracing 
Histories | Zoe Butt

・ Making South: The “South” as a Method in Taiwan 
Contemporary Curating | Lu Pei-Yi

・ “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner”: Food and Hospi-
tality in Contemporary Art and Exhibitions in Asia and 
Beyond | Francis Maravillas

Roundtable Discussion | David Teh, Manray Hsu, Zoe 
Butt, Lu Pei-Yi, Francis Maravillas

Curatorial Practice and the Construction of Art History

Works or/ and/ with Ideas: Curatorialship and Historical 
Construction in the Museum Context | Pi Li

・ Making Tea in a documenta Mug | Raimundas Malašauskas

・ Making Peace with the Baggage of History: Negotiating 
Between Curatorial Leverage and Reckoning with Read-
ings of the Past | Eileen Legaspi Ramirez

・ Les fleurs américaines | Yoann Gourme

・ Thinking through the Visual: Curating as an Alternative 
Way of Constructing Art Histories | Chou Yu-Ling

Roundtable Discussion | Pi Li, Yoann Gourmel, Chou 
Yu-Ling, Raimundas Malašauskas, Eileen Legaspi 
Ramirez

Trans-trance Force Fields | Raqs Media Collective ・ Extended Living Room: Space and Conversation | Ruan-
grupa

・Reflections on Contemporary Curation | Jo Hsiao

・  The New Role of Architects and Private Collectors for the 
Institution of Art | Kenjiro HOSAKA

・ “Disorderly Performance”: An Innovative Attempt at 
Curating | HSIEH Feng-Rong

Roundtable Discussion | Raqs Media Collective, Ruangrupa, 
Jo Hsiao, Kenjiro Hosaka, Hsieh Feng-Rong

International Conference



The TFAM's "X-site" project has been undergone five-year experiences and observation. This year, TFAM held an interna-

tional forum and workshop with the theme of “IN-SITE.” Through multiple perspectives, the project explores the fluid, inter/

cross-disciplinary, multiplicative, and multiplex models of the various social, natural, political, and economic aspects within this 

ecological relationship. It further imagines the spatial-temporal experience of IN-Site constructed collectively by the “artwork – 

site – involver.” The international symposium focuses on two main topics: “future of interdisciplinary collaboration” and “spatial 

installation and public communication” and invites interdisciplinary artists to discuss the difficult challenges, methodologies, 

and collaboration of the interdisciplinary experiments in spatial installations. A total of 564 attendees joined this event.

The workshop focused on the collaboration of contemporary art, spatial expression, and architectural installation. Ten artists from 

different disciplines were invited to conduct interdisciplinary courses, with a total of five groups of twenty university students par-

ticipating in the activity.The workshop's results were presented in a micro exhibition, Ambiguous Atmosphere , which included five 

final works and videos from the IN-SITE workshop. The exhibition also presented documents of past finalist projects, rearranging 

fragmented materials, and the relationship between works and sites into new narrative combinations and proposing the possibili-

ty of interdisciplinary connection discussed in the workshop. A total of 23,882 visitors have visited the exhibition.

International Conference

IN-Site: 2019 X-Site International Forum and Workshop



Publication

Modern Art / 
Journal / 
Annual Report 

Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Modern Art. 192

Journal of TFAM No. 37

Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Modern Art. 193

Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Modern Art. 194

2018 TFAM Annual ReportJournal of TFAM No. 38

Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Modern Art. 195

http://
http://


Publication

Fine Art Forum

Ta i p e i  B i e n n i a l  2 0 1 8 - 
Post-Nature: A Museum as 
an Ecosystem

Collection Catalog 

Exhibition Catalog

Contemporary Art Silk 
Road: Interviews with 
Nine Taiwanese Artists

Collection Catalogue 2018 Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Collection Highlights

3X3X6 A  Wa n d e re r  b e t w e e n 
Heaven and Earth: Yu Peng 
and His Life Work

Ta i p e i  B i e n n i a l  2 0 1 8 - 
Post-Nature: A Museum 
as an Ecosystem (Chinese 
version)

http://
http://


Musica Mobile: A Poetics of 
Sound and Movement

RYOJI IKEDA

Su-Mei Tse. Nested The Herstory of Abstraction 
in East Asia

Taipei Art Awards 2018

code-verse and A 
[continuum]

Tang Jo-Hung: Old Man. Fairy. 
and A bit of everything

Moving Ink: Tong Yang-Tze

http://
http://


Ambush: 
Ni Hao Solo Exhibition

In Wilderness: Beam Through 
the Dust—Huang Hua-Chen 
Solo Exhibition

In the Sunshine of the Re-
laxed Majorities: James Ming-
Hsueh Lee Solo Exhibition

Cold Chain: HOU I-Ting 
Solo Exhibition

Kosmos: Chang Ting-Tong

EVERYDAY FICTIONALITY: 
Behold Shadoes of Illusion

The Self, Humans and 
Machines with Their Resi-
dues

No Country for Canine: 
WU Chuan-Lun

http://
http://


04COLLECT & CONSERVE
The collection policy of TFAM is to collect Taiwan’s modern and contemporary artworks under the 

particular scheme, which tries to fully present the development of Taiwan’s art history and set it on 

the context of contemporary issues, as well as international artworks. TFAM’s collection is mainly 

composed of representative works of important artists, supplemented by works from the 19th cen-

tury onwards. By now, the total collection has exceeded 5,000 representative artworks.

The museum priority is to collect artworks, preservation and maintenance, collection management, 

and research promotion. This year, TFAM, by acquisition and donation, collected 44 artworks in 

total, including works of watercolor, oil painting, mixed media, sculpture, and photography. The 

digitalization of the collection is based on the positive thinking of preserving the past, keeping up 

with the times, and benefiting future promotion and application. The TFAM has been working on 

digitalizing video works, optimizing the qualities of web images, expanding the collection system, 

and digitalizing documents and archives. The TFAM loaned a total of 439 collections and digital 

copies of collected works, which embodies the richness and importance of the TFAM collection.  

It also restores and maintains its collections annually. According to the preservation and display 

needs, the restoration projects would be planned accordingly to accumulate valuable art assets and 

to collect historical memories for the public, so that arts and culture become part of our lives and 

can be shared by the public.



Yang Mao-Lin, The Wonderland in Saha World of Maha  (detail), 2006

Direction for Collection

Taipei Fine Arts Museum Collection 
Categories and Guidelines（as of 2017）：

   Works of historical significance by modern and contemporary 

Taiwanese artist are to be collected to reflect the chronological 

development of individual artist’s careers.

   Works representative of each edition of Taipei Biennial or any 

exhibition curated by or in collaboration with international pro-

fessionals, which reflect specific contemporary issues or creative 

genres that meet the Museum’s research focuses.

   Works that have been presented at the Taiwan Pavilion of the 

Venice Biennale or any topical exhibition curated by TFAM and 

reflect specific contemporary issues or creative genres that meet 

the Museum’s research focuses.

   Works by artists who have received the Taipei Art Award or other 

important art awards in Taiwan are to be collected for the pur-

pose of long term observation of the artist’s creative develop-

ment.

   Works by artists who have successfully applied to exhibit work at 

TFAM are to be collected for the purpose of long term observa-

tion of the artist’s creative development.



In order to constantly enrich and enlarge the collection of Taiwan’s modern and 

contemporary art and to fully present the diverse aspects of the art ecology, 

based on the existing collection, TFAM acquires significant works focusing on 

contemporary issues and artists’ career. Through holding exhibition HSIA YAN: 

Journey to Art  and Welding Poetry: KAO TSAN-HSING Retrospective  Exhibition, 

TFAM acquired representative works from senior artists such as Zhou Chu Killing the 

Evil Dragon by Hsia Yan and Deer by Kao Tsan-Hsing. In conjunction with the Taipei 

Biennale, TFAM organized thematic exhibitions and conducted research on related 

issues, along with TFAM’s long-term interest to exhibitions of potential artists in 

galleries or institutions; hence, TFAM collected Symbol - 113  by Wu Tung-Lung, Face 

to Face  by Peng Hung-Chih, The Shortcut to the Systematic Life: City Spirits (Taipei)  

by Tsui Kuang-Yu, Deep Royal Blue  by Chen Wan-Jen. Valley Of Hidden Cats  by 

Chang Chia-Ying, and The Book of Time #1  by Wang Ya-hui. Taipei Art Awards is a 

key method to pay attention of emerging artists; thus, the museum acquired recent 

excellent works of past winner such as AK Girls on the Beach by Chen Ching-Yao 

and Casper Plays Hide-and-Seek During the Day  by young artist Lai Chiu-Chen. In 

addition, due to the enthusiasm and participation of the public and private sectors in 

the preservation of artistic assets, important works, for instance, six pieces of Sanshi 

Suimei by Kinichiro Ishikawa and Letter by Xiao Ru-Song, Suburb of Taipei  by Deng 

Nan-Guang, and  Why Are You Running  by Gu Fu-Sheng are collected. 

Besides, TFAM received a donated ink artwork from Hsia Yan, which echoes to 

the acquired work Zhou Chu Killing the Evil Dragon. The gouache painting Taipei 

Confucius Temple  by Tsai Hsueh-His, which was selected by the YANG MAO-

LIN: A Retrospective and one mixed media work Canonization of the Gods – The 

Wonderland in Saha World of Maha  by Yang Mao-lin, which participated in YANG 

MAO-LIN: A Retrospective were donated to the museum. Including the donated 

work, TFAM has received forty-four works. By the end of 2019, the museum collection 

has reached 5,080 works.

Kinichiro Ishikawa (1871-1945)

Sanshi Suimei  (detail), 1929

Tsai Hsueh-His (1884)

Taipei Confucius Temple,  1941

Deng Nan-Guang 

(1907-1971)

Suburb of Taipei , 1960s

Xiao Ru-Song (1922 -1992)

Letter , 1973c

Record

Works Collected in 2019



Gu Fu-Sheng (1934 -2017)

Why Are You Running,  1944

Peng Hung-Chih (1969- )

Face to Face,  2001

Kao Tsan-Hsing (1945-2017)

Deer,  2002

Chen Ching-Yao (1976- )

Blossoming in the backyard-Genji Mono, 
Chushingura, Mito Komon, Momotaro,  
Toyama No Kinsan, Abarenbo Shogun, 2004

Tsui Kuang-Yu（1974-）

The Shortcut to the Systematic Life: City 
Spirits (Taipei), 2005

Hsia Yan (1932- )

Zhou Chu Killing the Evil Dragon, 2006

Works Collected in 2019



Chen Wan-Jen（1982-）

Deep Royal Blue , 2017

Chang Chia-Ying (1982-)

Valley of Hidden Cats , 2017

Wu Tung-Lung (1976-)

Symbol – 118 , Symbol – 119 , 2018

Lai Chiu-Chen (1970-)

Casper Plays Hide-and-Seek During the 
Day , 2018

Wang Ya-hui (1973- )

The Book of Time #2 , 2017

Yang Mao-lin（1953-）

Canonization of the Gods – The 
Wonderland in Saha World of Maha, 2006

Works Collected in 2019



Backyard by Lu Tieh-Chou was in complicated ill condition. Before getting restored, 

the painting underwent professional and meticulous material analysis. The restoration 

processes includes extra filling removal, facing, former mounting removal, consolidation, 

lining and cradling, which are all complex and time-consuming. The whole processes 

took three years to be completed.

Restoration

TFAM’s collection is regularly checked and restored every year to meet the 

needs of preservation, research, and exhibition. It takes three years to restore 

Lu Tieh-Chou’s gouache painting, Backyard. The museum will further screen 

mount and preserve this painting. Mixed media work The Sky Is a Sphere, the 

Earth Is a Square and oil paintings MM002  by Chen Hsing-Wan were cleaned 

and reinforced before exhibiting. Lost to Voice I , Lost to Voice II , and Lost to 

Voice III  by Chen Chieh-Jen were reprinted for education. Apart from the regular 

cleaning of stone and metal sculptures, Little Flying Phoenix  by Yang Yuyu, Tai 

Chi by Ju Ming, Combination of Time and Space by Yu Deng-Chun, and Looking 

Forward by Hsieh Tong-Liang were recoated. The Nine Songs by Tung Tang-Tzu 

was mounted in scroll style for conservation and display. Hsia Yang’s Zhou Chu 

Killing an Evil Dragon was also urgently restored. Pear Espalier  by Lu Yun-Sheng 

and four oil paintings by Kuo Bo-Chuan and fifteen oil paintings by Li Chun-

Sheng are currently under restoration. 
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RELATE & CORRELATE
An art museum’s core missions are to collect, research and exhibit artworks, and to provide relevant 

education and public services. These missions can only be accomplished through close collab-

orations and contributions by scholars and experts from various fields. Over the years TFAM has 

proactively built a bridge for sound communication via public relations, marketing and promotion, 

resource integration and international exchanges. In turn TFAM is able to cultivate a broad vision 

and lay down a solid foundation for promoting art.

Taipei Fine Arts Museum continues to build alliances with other museums for expanded network. 

It also often engages special guests and friends of the press from various fields to take part in its 

exhibition and performance programs to strengthen connections with local and international art 

circles. Collaborations with art professionals are evident in all phases of programming and advance-

ment of knowledge in art, from consultations with experts and scholars in the planning phase to the 

brain storming sessions and exchanges with curators, artists, writers, architects, spatial and graphic 

designers, photographers, art handlers and volunteers during the development and presentation 

phases. TFAM’s purpose has always been to serve art and create an art and cultural platform that is 

deep as it is wide for the general public.



For broader communication with the general public, TFAM invited media and VIPs from different fields to participate 

in activities for its international and interdisciplinary exhibitions. Connections with the international art world and 

professionals of other disciplines have further strengthened through this practice. For the first time, TFAM partnered 

up with two art fairs, Taipei Dangdai and Ink Now, during Taipei Biennial 2018. Thirty-one groups of international guests 

from fifteen countries visited TFAM to discuss about exhibition collaborations, inter-museum exchange opportunities 

and programs to promote Taiwanese modern and contemporary art. Facebook, Instagram and YouTube are social media 

platforms through which TFAM engages audiences online. TFAM also proactively increases exposures in different media 

to reach more audience segments and specific audiences. For instance, Ryoji Ikeda Solo Exhibition successfully attracted 

interests and initiated dialogues through exposures in various fields, such as lifestyle, design, fashion and science, 

as well as shared viewing experiences by video/audio notables. Additionally, TFAM continues to foster relations and 

develop new collaborative models with the private sector to encourage investment of resources in its efforts in talent 

development, exhibitions and events and educational programming.

Public Relations International 
Exchange



The installing view at Taiwan Pavilion, the Venice Biennale

Behind the scenes at TFAM is the unseen world of numerous internal staffers, academics, art 

professionals and technical experts working hard to prepare and present exhibitions, develop 

and executive educational programs, conserve and maintain collections, conduct research 

surveys and accumulate knowledge, build connections with the society and provide services 

to the public. Scholars and experts are important consultants to TFAM for participating in 

TFAM’s collection review committee, nomination of artists to exhibit in the Venice Biennial and 

Taipei Art Awards jury committee. Exhibition presentations entail close partnerships amongst 

curators, artists, writers, spatial and graphic designers, photographers and artwork handlers. 

Events for art education are made possible through collaborations amongst dancers, archi-

tects, directors, illustrators and other art professionals. TFAM is sincerely grateful for each and 

every colleague and associate, who have contributed to TFAM’s advancement in research and 

development, and whose concerted efforts make a quality and unparalleled experience possi-

ble for the general public.

Behind the Scenes



MOON Jun-Hee, curator of The Herstory of 

Abstraction in East Asia, at the installation site.

Gridthiya Gaweewong, curator of Apichatpong Weerasethakul: The Serenity of Madness , at the 

panel discussion "Fireworks: Illusion, Memory, and Time" with the artist.



The jury of 2019 Taipei Art Awards  reviewed the finalist works at 

the exhibition site. This year, the role of international observers was 

introduced for in-depth idea exchange with the jury panel. June Yap, the 

director of Curatorial, Programmes and Publications at the Singapore 

Art Museum, is the third one from the left in this picture.



The 1,016 volunteers at TFAM are instrumental to providing quality visitor service at the 

frontline. Through training and educational workshops, TFAM integrates volunteers’ exper-

tise and personal interests for a mutually beneficiary partnership conducive to providing 

guided tours in Chinese, English and sign language and for families. In addition, the vol-

unteers have made a dynamic and pleasurable experience possible for the general public 

through their unfailing support of TFAM’s educational programs, community services that 

promote art education and maintenance of well-ordered exhibition spaces.

At the Frontline



In order to create the image of the TFAM and fulfill the overall 

visiting experience of the consumers, the TFAM develops one 

to two products each year, mostly derived from the museum's 

collection. After the reopening of the TFAM in 2018, the archi-

tectural features and the environment were also taken into con-

sideration.

This year, TFAM conducted product-based co-branding and 

developed its souvenirs, which were derived from the museum 

collection. TFAM first launched four creative designed socks, 

based on the elements in the museum collections Liao Chi-chu’s 

Kenting Park  (1975) and Harbor (year of creation unknown), and 

a co-branding set of porcelain plates inspired by the museum 

architecture. Through the co-branding promotion, exclusive 

souvenirs make arts accessible in our daily life.

Creative Value Added



ABOUT TFAM



Acting Director

Munich Liu 
2011/8/1-
2011/9/4

Acting Director

Chih-Tsung Weng
2011/9/5-
2012/7/1

Mun-Lee Lin

1996/11/8-
2000/7/31

Kuang-Nan Huang

1986/9/7-
1995/2/26

First DirectorActing Director

Martha Su

1983/9/16-
1986/9/6

Chen-Yu Chang

1995/9/7-
1996/6/3

Huang Tsai-Lang

2000/9/15-
2007/3/25

Huang Hai-Ming
2012/7/2-
2015/1/31

Hsiao-yun Hsieh
2009/1/1-
2010/2/28

Wu Kwang-Tyng
2010/9/15-
2011/7/31

Present Director

Ping Lin

2015/4/30-

Acting Director

Tsai Ching-fen  
1995/2/27-
1995/9/6

Acting Director

Huang Tsai-Lang
2000/8/1-
2000/9/14

Acting Director

Chen Wen-Ling
2010/3/1-
2010/9/14

Acting Director

Chiang Yu-Fang 
2015/2/1-
2015/4/29

Acting Director

Pao-Kuei Liu  
1996/6/4-
1996/11/7

Acting Director

Chen Wen-Ling
2007/3/26-
2007/8/15

Acting Director

Hsiao-yun Hsieh
2007/8/16-
2008/12/31

Directors from 
1983 till Now



Organization Structure

In recent years, the organizational structure of the museum has confronted the shift of paradigm, times change, and new 

vision; it needs to be reorganized to meet new missions and art development. The museum aims to break the existing 

personnel framework and achieve the goal to put the right people in the right place. After the approval of the revision 

in November, 2019, the museum is currently divided into Research Department, Exhibition Department, Collection 

Department, Education and Public Services Department, Marketing and Public Relations, Administrative Services Office, 

Personnel Office, Accounting Office, and Government Ethics Office.

Director's Office

Supervisory Committee of 
Museum Collection

Advisory 
Committee

Government Ethics Office

Personnel Office

Accounting Office

Administrative Services Office

Marketing and Public  
Relations Department

Education and Public  
Services Department

Collection Department

Exhibition Department

Research Department

Deputy Director's 
Office



Museum Floor Guide





APPENDIX



2019.01

2019.02

Quarterly journal Modern Art  won Excellence Award in the Journal Category of 

“Taipei Government Publications Contest 2018” (Category 1).

TFAM and the National Taiwan Museum collaborated to issue an Inter-museum 

Admission Discount Package 2019.

“Taipei Biennial and Upcoming Exhibitions 2018” | Director Ping Lin was interviewed 

by Voice of Han Broadcasting Network (01.08).

“Volunteer Designated Café Area” 

officially opened in the basement 

of TFAM (01.13).
Taipei Dangdai and TFAM jointly 

hosted the VIP Night event for 

Taipei Biennial 2018 (01.18).

Sanctuary  and To Our Time and Friends, and Lee Shi-Chi  won Excellence 

Award in the Book Category of “2018 Taipei Government Publications Contest” 

(Category 3 and 6).

No winner is awarded in the 6th Program X-site “Interdependency” │ 

Press Release (01.02)

Almanac 2019



TFAM announced Taipei Biennial 

2020  curators Bruno Latour and 

Martin Guinard-Terrin (03.07).

Taipei Biennial 2020 selected into “World's Top 20 Biennials and Triennials” by 

Artnet News.

Works by Fu-sheng Ku, Hsiao Ju-Sung, Kinichiro Ishikawa and Hsia Yan entered 

TFAM collection (the acquisition was approved in the 254th meeting by the 

collection committee for Taipei Fine Arts Museum) (2.21).

“ Ins ide  the  Ar t s”  Ep i sode 46-1  [Responses  to  Nature , 

#TaipeiBiennial] | Director Ping Lin was interviewed by Taiwan Public 

Television (aired on 02.20).

2019.03

The Sculpting in Motion (2017) won 

Platinum from Interior Space and 

Exhibition Design, Italian A’Design 

Award, and Honorable Mention 

in the Installation Art category of 

2018 London International Creative 

Competition.

‘On Building a ‘Museum Ecology’’ | Director Ping Lin was interviewed by 

Art Emperor (02.14).

The 11th Taipei Biennial to conclude successfully; TFAM announces 

curators for the 12th edition | Press Release (03.08)



The 115th advisory committee for historic and memorial building, architectural 

cluster and settlement, archaeological site and cultural landscape held by the 

Taipei City Government approved TFAM’s excavation proposal on March 18, 

2019. Under the “Taipei Art Park—Taipei Fine Arts Museum Expansion Project,” 

TFAM will build a new collection storeroom and complete an expansion plan, 

both of which may affect archeological excavations at the environmentally sensi-

tive Yuanshan historical site. A trail excavation was conducted on April 11, 2019, 

and an end-of-the-year report was submitted to the Department of Cultural af-

fairs, Taipei City Government, for review on November 28, 2019. 

In November, 2018, TFAM Collection Department Section Chief Fang Meich-

ing, Research Department Researcher Chan Tsai-yun and Education and Public 

Services Department Section Chief Section Chief Shiung Sz-ting visited MoMA, 

Brooklyn Museum and The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York, 

USA, to learn about various issues surrounding storeroom facilities and exhibi-

tion functions. In addition to observing public exhibition spaces, TFAM repre-

sentatives also visited collection storerooms and conservation rooms of these 

prestigious institutions to bring back valuable reference for future designs, col-

lection expansion, and archive research and educational ideas.

(ranked nineth in Top Ten Exhibitions by Public Institutions)

Initiated by the National Theater & Concert Hall and catered 

to families, “You’ve got a friend in me!” is an inter-museum 

collaborative platform connecting Taipei Zoo, National Palace 

Museum, TFAM, Taipei Astronomical Museum, Kishu An Forest of 

Literature and National Museum of History to organize thematic 

monthly events for the public. TFAM Children’s Art Education 

Center organized “I Draw You Draw Me” as the host of August.

2019.04

Taiwan Pavilion 3X3X6, “The 58th International Art Exhibition, 

Venice Biennale” Taiwanese artist Shu Lea Cheang to take 

team to Venice! │ Press Release (03.22)

A Wanderer between Heaven and Earth: Yu Peng and His 

Life Work (03.30.2019 - 06.30.2019) 



Cracked light tubes in Walking 

Through a Line of Neon Lights, an 

exhibit in Musica Mobile, a Poetics 

of Sound and Movement , raised 

wide concerns for mercury pollu-

tion amongst the general public 

and the media. In response, TFAM 

gave a detailed explanation about 

the protection measures taken during the installation process, as well as posted 

on its official website and social media platforms about advices from experts 

and the recycling procedure after the exhibition. These immediate actions 

helped clarify any misunderstandings that might have caused further concerns, 

thereby reinforcing the public’s trust in TFAM’s professionalism (04.07).

Works by Teng NanKuang and Chen Ching-Yao entered TFAM collection (the 

acquisition was approved in the 256th meeting by the collection committee for 

Taipei Fine Arts Museum) (04.16).

Musica Mobile, a Poetics of Sound and Movement (04.13.2019 - 07.14.2019)

Ambush: Ni Hao Solo Exhibition (04.27.2019 - 07.21.2019)

Cold Chain: Hou I-Ting Solo Exhibition (04.27.2019 - 07.21.2019)Kosmo: Chang Ting-Tong Solo Exhibition (04.27.2019 - 07.21.2019)

SU-MEI TSE . NESTED(04.20.2019 - 07.21.2019)

In the Sunshine of the Relaxed Majorities: James Ming-Hsueh Lee 

Solo Exhibition (04.27.2019 - 07.21.2019)



2019.05

2019.06

An international press conference 

and opening gala were held for 

the Venice Biennial Taiwan Pavilion 

2019: 3X3X6 . Deputy Minister of 

Ministry of Culture, Taipei Repre-

sentative in Italy, Secretary of Ofici-

na Económica y Cultural de Taipei, 

España, and Taipei City Deputy 

Mayor and Director General of 

Department of Cultural Affairs at-

tended the events. A VIP Night event took place at the Hotel Monaco & Grand 

Canal on the same day.

Special program “May I take your time?” was launched on International 

Museum Day (May 18) to give visitors an atypical experience at TFAM. Visitors 

were encouraged to look for tour guides in the museum and exchange ideas or 

thoughts with them over a cup of coffee’s time.

C h u n g h w a  P o s t  u s e d  T FA M 

collections Festival on South Street 

and Guitar  to design stamps that 

introduce outstanding Taiwanese 

artists.

Musica Mobile  | Director Ping Lin was interviewed by Central 

Broadcasting System (06.12)。

Venice Biennial Taiwan Pavilion 2019: 3X3X6 (05.11.2019 - 11.24.2019)

First series of artist solo exhibitions at TFAM in 2019

An alternative vision │Press Release (05.08)

Imagining the future of space

2019 Program X-site launches as international forum 

and workshop │Press Release (06.04)



2019.07

Face to Face (06.15.2019 - 10.27.2019)

TFAM announces winners of “Call for Exhibitions 2019” │ 

Press Release (06.28)

Space C — 24/7 (6.15.2019 - 03.29.2020)

TFAM assisted Viva TV to produce the second and third seasons of the 

television series “The Splendor of Art.” The program introduced 14 works from 

TFAM’s collection, including those by important artists such as Yang San-Lang, 

Lee Chun-Shan, Hung Rui-Lin, Kuo Po-Chuan, Li Chi-Mao, Ou Haonian. The 

second season aired in July.

The Herstory of Abstraction in East Asia (07.20.2019 - 10.27.2019) 

(ranked tenth in Top Ten Exhibitions by Public Institutions)
A revised Annual Research Performance Evaluation System took effect to 

strengthen TFAM employees’ ability to conduct innovative researches and 

research assistants’ professional skills and knowledge. The new system is 

expected to achieve clear responsibility stratum and task assignment for 

TFAM’s integrated development and sustained operation.

Works by Lai Chiu-Chen, Chang chia-ying, Chen Ching-Yao, Wu Tung-Lung 

and Kao Tsan-hsing were approved for acquisition in the 257th meeting by the 

collection committee for Taipei Fine Arts Museum; donation of works by Hsia 

Yan and Tsai Shiue-shi was also approved (07.23).

Sauntering between art and everyday life—Michael Lin’s 24/7 

turns audience into museum performers│Press Release (06.14)



2019.08

Space C 24/7  |  D i rector  P ing L in  was  in terv iewed by 

Central  Broadcast ing System (08.14).

Everyday Fictionality: Beholding Shadows of Illusion – 

Sera Chen Solo Exhibition (08.17.2019 - 11.03.2019)

Ryoji Ikeda Solo Exhibition (08.10.2019 - 11.17.2019)

(ranked seventh in Top Ten Exhibitions by Public Institutions)

Wu Chuan-Lun: No Country for Canine (08.17.2019 - 11.03.2019)

Google Street View crew photographed TFAM’s indoor public and exhibition 

spaces (including the hallway of the South Entrance, Wang Da Hong House 

Theatre) for their online platform.

Taipei Art Awards 2016 Grand Prize—Tang Jo-Hung Solo Exhibition | 

Director Ping Lin was interviewed by Central Broadcasting System (08.21).

“Taipei Fine Arts Museum Director Lin Ping” | Director Ping Lin was 

interviewed by Ocula (08.29).

In Wilderness: Beam Through the Dust—Huang Hua-Chen 

Solo Exhibition (08.17.2019 - 11.03.2019)

The Self, Humans and Machines with Their Residues: 

Ban-Yuan Chang Solo Exhibition (08.17.2019 - 11.03.2019)

Old Man. Fairy. and a bit of everything—Tang Jo-Hung 

Solo Exhibition (08.17.2019 - 11.03.2019)



2019.09

2019.10

TFAM “Closed for Renovation” ,  “Re-opening in Phases” , 

“Announcing Expansion Plans” | Director Lin Ping was interviewed 

by “A Walk through Museum Aesthetics,” Bravo FM91.3 (10.13).

‘A Parasitic Black Box No More—Spatial Makeover Takes Spotlight’ | 

Director Ping Lin was interviewed by China Times (10.13).

Works by Peng Hung-Chih, Wang Yahui, Chen Wan-Jen and Tsui Kuang-Yu were 

approved for acquisition in the 258th meeting by the collection committee for Taipei 

Fine Arts Museum; donation of work by Yang Mao-lin was also approved (10.02).

TFAM staff travelled to Los Angelos, 

USA, to discuss a donation of 142 

ar tworks  by  Hung Ju i -L ing and 

carry out relevant tasks, including 

inspection, inventory and photography 

(10.21-26).

Reminder before Entering the Pit , 1948

“Curators’ Intensive Taipei 19” International Conference(10.11 - 13)

Ryoji Ikeda Solo Exhibition  | Director Ping Lin was interviewed by “A 

Walk through Museum Aesthetics,” Bravo FM91.3 (09.20)

TFAM launched a series of activit ies to 

celebrate reaching 110,000 FB and IG fans 

(started on 09.14).
Curators Announce Title of Taipei Biennial 2020 You and I don’t live on the 

same planet | Press Release (09.17)

2019 Program X-site: IN-site international forum and micro-exhibition 

take the stage

Cross-field/border/generation collaborators invited to push the 

boundary of spatial imagination | Press Release (10.25)



2019.11

 “Taiwanese Pavil ion Without 

Walls” (2019.11.01-11.24) curated 

by RoseLee Goldberg was a 

highlight in this year’s arts festival 

Performa Biennial. Taiwan was 

one of the two theme nations 

alongside Sweden to be featured. 

TFAM cuator Jo Hsiao and team 

co-organized the performance and exhibition of Yu Chen-ta’s FAMEME and 

Huang Po-chih’s Heaven on Fourth. This is part of TFAM’s effort in supporting 

Taiwanese artists in the global arena and to initiate dialogues across borders 

and cultures through its extensive international production experiences.

TFAM Director Ping Lin was selected by “Shopping Design Taiwan Best 100,” 

Shopping Design, for the impact TFAM has made in the design and other fields 

(11.06).

Taipei Biennial 2018 was selected into ‘Taiwan Creative Power 100—10 Most 

Creative Exhibitions 2019’ by La Vie  (11.15).

TFAM launched the first bilateral 

curator  exchange program to 

celebrate 20 years of friendship and 

cultural exchanges between Taipei 

and City of Perth, capital of Western 

Australia. Assistant Researcher 

Chien Cheng-Yi was assigned to 

City of Perth, and organized the 

exhibition Island Tales: Taiwan 

and Australia | Taipei←→Perth  at TFAM after the program concluded. Taipei 

Mayor Ko Wen-je, Australian Office Taipei Representative Gary Richard Cowan, 

Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Director Amy Barrett-Lennard graced the 

opening ceremony and press conference to celebrate the occasion (11.16).

Island Tales: Taiwan and Australia | Taipei←→Perth  (11.16.2019 - 03.01.2020)

IN-Site: 2019 X-Site International Forum (11.09 - 10)

Performa・19 Biennial: Taiwanese Pavilion (11.01.2019 - 11.24.2019)



2019.12

“Taipei Art Park—Taipei Fine Arts Museum Expansion Project” passed EIA 

(environmental impact assessment) review (11.19).

In the initial planning phase of the project, TFAM Director Lin Ping led a team of 

staffers including Exhibition Department Section Chief Yu Si-ying and Assistant 

Researcher Jo Hsiao on a survey tour to learn about past expansion experiences 

of various institutions in Europe. They visited Rijksmuseum, Van Gogh Museum, 

Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, Museum Voorlinden, Fondation Beyeler, 

Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Kunsthal, and met with their researchers, 

curators and architects. They also met with Esther Zumsteg, senior partner of 

Herzog and De Meuron, to learn about her expansion projects for international 

prestigious museums such as Tate Museum, London, UK, and M+, Hong Kong. 

In December, TFAM Deputy Director Chiang Yu-fang and Assistant Researcher 

Chen Yuan-chen conducted a similar survey by visiting institutions in Shanghai, 

including Power Station of Art, Long Museum, Yuz Museum, HOW Art Museum, 

to bring back important case studies for TFAM’s own expansion plan.

TFAM volunteers were invited to attend the “23rd Gold Diamond Award 

Ceremony for Outstanding Volunteers 2019.” They received Honorable Team 

Award (Team 712) and Individual Award for their invaluable contribution.

The Museum Friends Association sponsored the “Guests at Wang's House” 

project. The video series received Jury Prize from Arts and Business Awards, 

Ministry of Culture (11.19).

Art in Motion (11.23.2019 - 06.07.2020)

‘Museum Ecological Vision—Interview with TFAM Director Ping Lin’ | 

Director Ping Lin was interviewed by Artist magazine.

Apichatpong Weerasethakul: The Serenity of Madness 

(11.30.2019 - 03.15.2020)



TFAM organized “TFAM Past and 

Present in Photos,” “TFAM Old and 

New Architectural Landscapes” 

and “Music Cube” cello concert to 

celebrate its 36th anniversary with 

the public from day to night (12.21).

Moving Ink: Tong Yang-Tze (12.14.2019 - 03.08.2020)

Taipei Art Awards 2019 (12.07.2019 - 02.16.2020)

‘Does Taiwan only have independent curators?—In-house curators, a 

long overlooked system’ | Director Ping Lin was interviewed by Artco 

Monthly (12.04).

‘On Fostering In-House Curators: An Interview with Taipei Fine Arts 

Museum Director Ping Lin’ | Director Ping Lin was interviewed by 

quarterly journal Modern Art (12.05).

In Apichatpong Weerasethakul: The Serenity of Madness  a 360-minute 

compilation of 25 short films was screened in the Auditorium, TFAM. A total of 

963 visitors viewed the special video over four days.

Taipei Art Awards 2019  gives first prize to Teng-Chi Yang for works about an 

unusual father-son relationship | Press Release (12.06)

The 7th Program X-site gives first prize to Whyixd for their work Through the 

Membrane  | Press Release (12.18)



Type Artist Title Year

Photography Chen Ching-Yao Bubble commando-1 2000

Photography Chen Ching-Yao Blossoming in the backyard-Genji Mono、

Chushingura、Mito Komon、Momotaro、Toyama No 

Kinsan、Abarenbo Shogun

2004

Photography Deng Nan-Guang New Taipei City 1960s

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Taipei 1960s

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Taipei 1960s

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Taipei 1961

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Taipei 1960

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Taipei 1960

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Taipei 1960s

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Shenkeng 1962

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Taipei 1960s

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Untitled 1950s - 1960s

Photography Deng Nan-Guang Untitled 1950s - 1960s

Photography Wang Ya-Hui The Book of Time #1 2017

Photography Wang Ya-Hui The Book of Time #2 2017

Mixed Media Wang Ya-Hui Gap 2002

Mixed Media Wang Ya-Hui Traveler 2019

Mixed Media Peng Hung-Chih Face To Face 2001

Mixed Media Chen Wan-Jen Deep Royal Blue 2017

Mixed Media Tsui Kuang-Yu The Shortcut to the Systematic Life: City Spirits (Taipei) 2005

Oil Painting Ku Fu-Sheng Enchanted Garden 1970

Oil Painting Ku Fu-Sheng Why Are You Running 1994

Works Collected in 2019



Type Artist Title Year

Oil Painting Ku Fu-Sheng By the Sea 2011

Oil Painting Hsia Yan Nezha 1990

Oil Painting Hsia Yan Zhou Chu Beheading a Dragon 2006

Oil Painting Lai Chiu-Chen Casper Plays Hide-and-Seek During the Day 2018

Oil Painting Lai Chiu-Chen This Is Not Magritte ’s Heaven 2018

Oil Painting Lai Chiu-Chen This Is Not Magritte ’s Gadgets 2017

Oil Painting Chang Chia-Ying Valley Of Hidden Cats 2017

Oil Painting Chen Ching-Yao AK Girls on the Beach 2019

Oil Painting Wu Tung-Lung Symbol - 113 2018

Oil Painting Wu Tung-Lung Symbol - 118, Symbol - 119 2018

Sculpture Kao Tsan-Hsing Deer 2002

Sculpture Kao Tsan-Hsing Ecocline 2010

Watercolor Hsiao Ju-Sung Letter 1973c

Watercolor ISHIKAWA Kinichiro Summer in the North 1932

Watercolor ISHIKAWA Kinichiro Mount Fuji, Japan Unknown

Watercolor ISHIKAWA Kinichiro Nekunkan Chanun Temple, Korea 1940-1943c

Watercolor ISHIKAWA Kinichiro Upon a River 1925-1940

Watercolor ISHIKAWA Kinichiro Thames River, London 1922

Watercolor ISHIKAWA Kinichiro  Sanshi Suimei 1929

Watercolor HSIA Yan Zhou Chu Beheading a Dragon 1965

Watercolor  Tsai Hsueh-His Taipei Confucius Temple 1941

Mixed Media Yang Mao-Lin The Wonderland in Saha World of Maha 2006



Date Visiting Institution

01.16.2019 The Swiss gallery Hauser & Wirth Partner Marc Payot and Asia Senior Director Vanessa Guo visited TFAM.

01.17.2019 Vera Yu, Founder and Asia Vice CEO of the British Pilar Corrias, visited TFAM.

01.17.2019 Samantha Lagneau, Head of Development at the National Galleries of Scotland, visited TFAM.

02.24.2019 OKUWAKI Takahiro, Curator of the Aomori Museum of Art, Japan, visited TFAM.  

02.24.2019 Patrick Flores, Curator of the Vargas Museum and Artistic Director of the Singapore Biennale 2019, visited 
TFAM.

02.24.2019 “Exploratory Connoisseurship Education Development Program for Museum Collection Utilization” survey tour 
visited TFAM, with participants including Akiko Ichijo from The National Museum of Modern Art, and Yoko 
Terashimama from The National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo; Masahito Higashira, Senior Specialist for 
Curriculum, Curriculum Research Center Department for Curriculum Research, National Institute for Educational 
Policy Research; and Professor Takaaki Okumura from the Nippon Sport Science University, Japan.

03.03.2019 Thirty guests from the Long Museum, Shanghai, China, including Director Wang Wei, visited TFAM.

03.03.2019 Martin Sturm, Director of the OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich, and Frank Louis, Vice President of 
The University of Art and Design Linz from Austria; and Assistant Professor Sophie Goltz from the Nanyang 
Technological University from Singapore visited TFAM.

04.19.2019 Madeleine Schuppli, Director of the Swiss Aargauer Kunsthaus, attended Su-Mei Tse. Nested opening events.

05.24.2019 Czech Economic and Cultural Office in Taipei Representative Patrick Rumlar and Deputy Representative Dita 
Táborská visited TFAM.

05.30.2019 Singapore Trade Office in Taipei Trade Representative Jeff Khoo and Assistant Trade Representative Jasmine 
Lim visited TFAM. 

06.05.2019 Guests from Singapore, including Grace Fu, Minister for Culture, Community and Youth; Low Eng Teong, 
Assistant Chief Executive Officer, Sector Development Group, National Arts Council; Gerald Woo, 
International Relations Section Chief, National Heritage Board (Singapore); and Yip Wei Kiat, Trade 
Representative, Singapore Trade Office in Taipei, visited TFAM.

06.21.2019 Rasha Salti, Head of La Lucarne at the German-French channel ARTE, visited TFAM.

06.18.2019 David Odo, Director of the Academic and Public Programs and Division Head and Research Curator at the 
Harvard Art Museums, visited TFAM.

07.19.2019 Diane C. Haylock, Ambassador of Belize in ROC (Taiwan); Carlos Vidal Pintos, Counselor, Embassy of 
Paraguay in ROC (Taiwan); and Patrick Rumlar, Representative, Czech Economic and Cultural Office in Taipei, 
attended The Herstory of Abstraction in East Asia opening events.

International Exchanges



Date Visiting Institution

08.06.2019 Manuela Moscoso, Curator of the Liverpool Biennial 2020, visited TFAM. 

08.08.2019 Olimpia Kot-Giletycz, Consular Affairs, Public and Cultural Diplomacy Expert from the Polish Office in Taipei, 
participated in cultural exchanges at the Museum Friends Association event held at TFAM.

08.14.2019 Rosemary Hinde, International Development Manager, North Asia Australia Council for the Arts; and 
Lauren Hu from the Media and Culture Unit, Australian Office Taipei, visited TFAM.

08.14.2019 Society of established businesswomen and wives of entrepreneurs in Taiwan, visited The Herstory of 
Abstraction in East Asia.  

08.15.2019 Pro Helvetia Shanghai Head Lucy Lu and Programme Manager
Sophie Jundi Fan visited TFAM.

08.16.2019 Sudasiree Phromchana, Information/Protocol/Thai Community Section Chief, Thailand Trade and Economic 
Office, attended Old Man. Fairy. and a bit of everything—Tang Jo-Hung Solo Exhibition opening events.

09.03.2019 Bradley M. Bailey, Asian Art Curator, Museum of Fine Arts Houston, met with artists Tong Yang-Tze and Wang Hsin.

09.06.2019 Magnus Renfrew and Robin Peckham, co-directors and co-founders of the Taipei Danghai art fair, visited TFAM. 

09.09.2019 John Wicks, Deputy Director of M+, Hong Kong, visited TFAM.

09.09.2019 Serge Laurent, Curator and Director of Van Cleef & Arpels Dance and Arts Programs, visited TFAM.

10.04.2019 Taipei International Club, an international community of ambassador wives in Taiwan and abroad, visited “The 
Herstory of Abstraction in East Asia.”  

11.15.2019 Island Tales: Taiwan and Australia | Taipei ←→ Perth  opening events were attended by Gary Cowan, 
Australian Representative to Taiwan; Moira McDonald Turley, Director, New Zealand Commerce and Industry 
Office; Neijon Rema Edwards, Ambassador, Embassy of the Republic of the Marshall Islands; Jasmine Elise 
Huggins, Ambassador, Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of St. Kitts and Nevis to the ROC (Taiwan); Axel 
Limberg, Executive Director, German Trade Office Taipei; Fajar Nuradi, Indonesian Citizens Protection and 
Social Cultural Director, Indonesian Economic and Trade Office to Taipei; Patrick Rumlar, Representative, 
Czech Economic and Cultural Office; WEE PENG Sharon Ho, Representative, Malaysian Friendship and Trade 
Centre in Taipei; and Tommy Kambu Kunji, Representative, Papua New Guinea Trade Office in Taiwan.

11.20.2019 Umberto Vattani, President of the Venice International University, and Professor Stefano Pelaggi of the 
Sapienza University of Rome visited TFAM.

11.26.2019 Yun Cheagab, Director of HOW Art Museum, China, visited TFAM.

12.09.2019 Sawako Ininawa, Curator of Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum, and artist Katsuhiko Hibino visited TFAM.
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Gender

Male 205

Female 401

Age 5
14 or younger

7
60-64

113
30-39

96
15-19

7
65 or older

47
40-49

311
20-29

19
50-59

Demographic Survey



Postgraduate degree or above 141

College or university degree  405

Senior high school or 
vocational school degree 56

Junior high school degree or below  4

Military personnel, government 
employee, educator 28

Student 278

Private sector 208

None 39

Other 58

NT$60,000 or above 62

NT$40,000-59,999 107  

NT$23,100-23,999 117

NT$23,099 or below 76

No income 188

N/A 34  

Education Occupation Monthly Income



Region

Taipei, New Taipei, Keelung, Yilan 171

Taoyuan, Hsinchu, Miaoli 26

Taichung, Changhua, Nantou 17

Yunlin, Chiayi, Tainan 9

Kaohsiung, Pingtung 4

Hualien, Taitung 1

Other 2



1 time 251

2 times  137

More than 3 times  211

1 time 184

2 times  117

More than 3 times  281

Family  97

Friend 313

Group tour 24

Alone  173

Other 4

Number of visits to TFAM Number of visits to 
museums

Visiting companion



Mode of transportation

324
MRT

18
Taxi/Uber

76
Motorcycle

119
Bus

5
Other

45
Car

23
On foot

1
Bike



335117

3629254

17
Source of Information 

256
TFAM official website

Culture Express monthly 
publication and brochure

Magazines/news

TFAM e-newsletter

138
TFAM Facebook

Billboard advertisements at 
MRT stations

App

63
TFAM Instagram

Recommendation by friends 
or family 

TV/radio



Interested in an exhibition 404

Family activity with children 40

To attend related events 56

Happens to pass by or 
be on the way to another place  127

For work or school work 85

Attracted by the architecture 53

Definitely 321

Likely  251

Not sure 38

Unlikely 0

Never 0

Definitely 157

Likely 258

Not sure 167

Unlikely 10

Never 0

Reason for Visit Likelihood to re-visit 
TFAM

Likelihood to recommend 
TFAM



In 2019 TFAM held a total of twenty press conferences (including opening and press conferences); and distributed 
thirty-five Chinese press releases and fourteen English press releases to announce exhibitions and events.

Print Media  9

Audio-Visual Media  6

Digital Publications  13

Social Media Platforms   12

Print Media  45

Audio-Visual Media  9

Digital Publications  221

Social Media Platforms   22

Print Media  8

Audio-Visual Media  2

Digital Publications  16

Social Media Platforms   5

Print Media  3

Digital Publications  7

Social Media Platforms   9

Print Media  13

Digital Publications  33

Social Media Platforms   3

Print Media  10

Audio-Visual Media  12

Digital Publications  27

Social Media Platforms   13

A Wanderer between 
Heaven and Earth: Yu Peng 

and His Life Work

SU-MEI TSE . NESTED

Musica Mobile, a Poetics 
of Sound and Movement

Venice Biennial Taiwan 
Pavilion - 3X3X6

Solo exhibitions: Chang Ting-
Tong, James Ming-Hsueh Lee, 

Hou I-Ting, Ni Hao

Solo exhibitions: Huang Hua-Chen, 
Wu Chuan-Lun, Sera Chen, Ban-

Yuan Chang

Press and Media



Print Media  17

Digital Publications  50

Social Media Platforms   15

Print Media  4

Audio-Visual Media  3

Digital Publications  18

Social Media Platforms   3

Print Media  5

Digital Publications  9

Social Media Platforms   7

Print Media  3

Audio-Visual Media  1

Digital Publications  33

Social Media Platforms   13

Print Media  11

Audio-Visual Media  11

Digital Publications  39

Social Media Platforms   15

Print Media  2

Digital Publications  29

Social Media Platforms   6

The Herstory of 
Abstraction in East Asia

Apichatpong 
Weerasethakul: The 
Serenity of Madness

Ryoji Ikeda Solo Exhibition

Island Tales: Taiwan and 
Australia  

Taipei←→ Perth

Old Man. Fairy. and a bit 
of everything—Tang Jo-

Hung Solo Exhibition

Moving Ink: Tong Yang-Tze



Print Media  5

Audio-Visual Media  1

Digital Publications  7

Social Media Platforms   6

Print Media  140

Audio-Visual Media  58

Digital Publications  559

Social Media Platforms  135

Print Media  3

Digital Publications  10

Social Media Platforms  3

Digital Publications  7

Social Media Platforms   1

Print Media  2

Audio-Visual Media  13

Digital Publications  40

Social Media Platforms  2

X-site

Other

Children's Art Education 
Center: Face to Face and 

Art in Motion

2019 Media coverage of 
TFAM

Space C - 24/7 
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